VitaDAO is a community-owned collective dedicated to funding and advancing longevity science that can improve people's lives. We're tackling aging with the power of a global community.

VITA Token

VITA is our governance token, which is used to vote on and govern longevity research funding proposals. You can safely buy VITA on CoW Swap and then head over to dao.vitadao.com to vote on active proposals!

IP-NFT Fractionalisation

In its simplest terms, NFTs are used by VitaDAO for the transfer of IP ownership in longevity research. VitaDAO has funded 6 projects via IP-NFTs with plans to fractionalise these assets for further funding and governance directly by the community. Buy an IP-NFT fraction to support a particular project! (Coming soon)

Become a Contributor

Anyone can join VitaDAO and help manage VitaDAO's intellectual property (IP) portfolio through owning and voting with VITA tokens. Apply to and join any of our DAO working groups on our website to get started. Propose your own ideas to the DAO during seasonal governance!

Become a Supporter

Longevity science is underfunded, and many treatments that could improve our lives never make it out of the laboratory. Your contribution of $9.99/month empowers longevity researchers working to develop therapies that can hold off the onset of diseases like cancer, frailty and neurodegeneration – allowing people to live longer, healthier lives.

Careers at VitaDAO

Want to help us turn the tide on aging? Accelerate your career in a fast-growing virtual organization that allows you to work from anywhere in the world, and get rewarded with competitive compensation in cash and governance tokens to help us shape the future of longevity science.